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Librarian & Information Scientist
• As a Librarian, I
–
–
–
–
–
–

Understand the source
Know how to find the source
Know the related subjects
Know how it’s connected to other sources
Know how to read it
Make connections between publisher and
researcher

• As a Librarian, I don’t
–
–
–
–
–
–

Publish the primary source
Have your context or expertise
Do statistical analysis
Interpret the data
Do data entry
Have legal expertise

Boettcher, J. C., & Dames, K. M. (2018). Government data as intellectual property:
Is public domain the same as open access? Online Searcher, 42(4), 42-48.

These are my views and do not reflect those of Georgetown.

Intellectual Property (IP):
Legal term where creators of works can protect their works from
infringement. Works can be bought, sold, assigned, or licensed

Patents

legal protection for a new invention an
application of a new idea, discovery, or concept
that is useful.

Trademarks provides rights to use symbols,
particular words, logos, or other markings that
indicate the source of a product or service.

Trade Secrets Rather than to disclose the idea,
simply to keep it secret. Trade secrets have the
advantage that they never expire, but special
measures are required to ensure the continued
secrecy, and should it be violated, there is little
legal protection for the owner

Copyright:
legal protection from copying for any
creative work (e.g., works of art,
literature [fiction or nonfiction],
music, lyrics, photographs), as well
compilations of information.
No registration is required.
Copyright does not protect facts, ideas,
systems, or methods of operation,
although it may protect the way
these things are expressed

Circular 1

Copyright provides the owner of copyright with the
exclusive right to
• Reproduce the work in copies • Display the work
• Prepare derivative works based • Distribution of Public Domain
upon the work
collections called “collective
works” or compilations
• Distribute copies of the work to
the public by sale or other
• Copyright also provides the owner
transfer of ownership or by
of copyright the right to authorize
rental, lease, or lending
others to exercise these exclusive
rights, subject to certain statutory
• Perform the work publicly live
limitations.
or by means of a digital
transmission

Copyright and Numeric Data
Facts are not copyrighted (In no case does copyright protection for
an original work of authorship extend to any idea, procedure,
process, system, method of operation, concept, principle, or
discovery, regardless of the form in which it is described, explained,
illustrated, or embodied in such work.) 17 USC 102b
In US collections of facts or data that fail to meet the minimum
threshold of creativity also are ineligible for copyright protection,
even if assembling such a collection takes significant time, effort, or
resources: “sweat of the brow.”
Creative expression of data in compilation is protected (Feist 1991)

Data are not:
Information
Technology
Digital
Analytics
Evidence
Research
Visualizations
Ideas

Data are
collected facts
“raw material”
Adaptations of DIKW pyramid by US Army Knowledge Managers,
from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DIKW_pyramid

Public Domain: No Copyright Restrictions
Public Domain is not protected by intellectual property laws. Anyone can
use a public domain work without obtaining permission, but no one can
ever own it.
1) no longer protected due to age of creative work.
2) Works produced for the U.S. Government by its officers and
employees should not be subject to copyright. The provision applies the
principle equally to unpublished and published works. 17 USC 105
REMEMBER: Public

domain data must be attributed.

It should be Public Domain, but I can’t get it
• Privacy Concerns
– Personally Identifiable Information (PII) and personnel
– Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)
– Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA)

• Security Concerns
– Generally military and intelligence related - classified
– Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI)

• Financial Concerns
–
–
–
–
–

Contains propriety data or trade secrets
Requires cost recovery
Contracts with creator don’t allow it, licensing issues
Civil litigation or law enforcement
Unpublished information and data concerning oil wells

Administrative Data and the Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) 5 U.S.C. § 552, 1966
• Who can ask,
– OPEN Government Act of 2007, citizen journalist

• What to ask for
– Anything unpublished by US government
– Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI),
• replaces “For Offical Use Only” and other categories
Read this from Archives
File here FOIAonline
Oversight: Office of Government Information Services

N.J. Open Public Records Act (OPRA)
• Who can ask
– Anyone

• What to ask for
– Anything unpublished by New Jersey government
• At any level or any government office, commission, etc.

Learn more: Government Records Council

New Jersey Foundation for Open Government (NJFOG)
Exempt from OPRA

Questions?

CC0, https://pixabay.com/en/hedgehog-child-young-hedgehog-1759027

What is Open Government?
Why not?

Principles
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Free
Transparent
Accountable
Accessible to citizens
Engage all citizens
Machine Readable
When in doubt openness
prevails

•
•
•
•
•

Classified
Not widely distributed/web
Lack of supposed interest
Lack of funding
Not kept

What is Open Data?*
• Availability and Access: the data must be available as a
whole and at no more than a reasonable reproduction cost,
preferably by downloading over the internet.
• Re-use and Redistribution: the data must be provided under
terms that permit re-use and redistribution including the
intermixing with other datasets.
• Universal Participation: everyone must be able to use, reuse and redistribute - there should be no discrimination
against fields of endeavour or against persons or groups.
• * from Open Data Handbook, http://opendatahandbook.org

Things to Remember re Open Data
• Open Access is not law. It’s a license agreement from the copyright
owner and a set of principles: CC0 “Creative Commons”
– Do you have the right to convey copyright?
– States and local governments
– NGO’s and non-profit

• Principles
–
–
–
–
–

Reuse and redistribution of the data
Allows derivative works as Open only
No restrictions on who can access and use
Electronically transferable
Machine-readable

Why Open Data exists
• Funded research created for a specific purpose
– US National and some state data, including New Jersey
– Some Other Countries
– Non-Government Organizations (NGO)
– Grants (e.g. PubMed Central is now “PMC”)
– Institutional and public Repository and Open Access publishing

• By-product of research used in decision making
• Open Access is not Intellectual Property law it’s a license
agreement from the copyright owner and a set principles: CC0

Public Domain Vs. Open Access
• Public Domain
–
–
–
–

• Open Access

Free data flow
Law
Federal Government products
Data at any stage can be
retrieved by FOIA
– Some sub-nationals

–
–
–
–

Free data flow
Decision of publisher
Because of ownership of copyright
Principles and license

Open data policy coming from OMB
• Office of Management and Budget
– 1st responsibility is to create the Presidential Budget
– OMB evaluates the effectiveness of agency programs, policies,
and procedures, assesses competing funding demands among
agencies, and sets funding priorities.

• Oversight of paperwork and statistical gathering (1980)
• Previous Administrations
– Creation of Data.gov (2009), from GW Bush Administration
– OMB Revised Circular A-130: Managing Information as a
Strategic Resource
– Memorandum for the Heads of Executive Departments and
Agencies M-13-13
“enables the data to be fully discoverable and usable by end users”

OMB’s Statistical Policy Directive No. 1
Executive agencies must:
1. Produce and disseminate relevant and timely
information
2. Conduct credible and accurate statistical activities
3. Conduct objective statistical activities
4. Protect the trust of information providers

Open data policy in the Federal Government
• Federal government policy
– Passed by Congress
– Implemented by Executive Branch
– Refined by Courts

• Policy on data collection (priorities)
– Mandated by law (in CFR) Public Law No: 115-435
– Implemented by regulations (Federal Register) 82 FR 52213
– Directed by memorandum (Presidential) M-13-13
– Standard of practice: Data plans (Agencies)

Public Law No: 115-435
TITLE I--FEDERAL EVIDENCE-BUILDING ACTIVITIES
Sec. 101. Federal evidence-building activities.

TITLE II--OPEN GOVERNMENT DATA ACT
Sec. 201. Short title.
Sec. 202. OPEN Government data.
TITLE III--CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION PROTECTION AND STATISTICAL EFFICIENCY
Sec. 301. Short title.
Sec. 302. Confidential information protection and statistical efficiency.
Sec. 303. Increasing access to data for evidence.
TITLE IV--GENERAL PROVISIONS
Sec. 401. Rule of construction.
Sec. 402. Use of existing resources.
Sec. 403. Effective date.

strategy.data.gov
Guidance from OMB
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Govern and Manage Data as a Strategic Asset
Protect and Secure Data
Promote Efficient Use of Data Assets
Build a Culture that Values Data as an Asset
Honor Stakeholder Input and Leverage Partners

Caveats of Open Government Data
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Free
Transparent
Accountable
Accessible to citizens
Engage all citizens
Machine Readable, API v Human
When in doubt openness prevails

Why not?
•
•
•
•
•

Classified
Not widely distributed/web
Lack of supposed interest, DoJ
Lack of funding, Census
Not kept, Record Retention

Funding for Federal Data Collection
NIH- National Institutes of Health (HHS)
NSF- National Science Foundation
AHRQ- Agency for Healthcare Research & Quality (HHS)
FDA- Food & Drug Agency (HHS)
BEA- Bureau of Economic Analysis (DoC)
BJS- Bureau of Justice Statistics (DoJ)
BTS- Bureau of Transportation Stat. (DoT)
Census- DoC

EIA- Energy Information Admin. (DoE)
ERS- Economic Research Service (DoA)
NASS- Nat. Agricultural Stat. Service (DoA)
NCES- Nat. Center of Education Stat. (DoE)
NCHS- Nat. Center for Health Stat . (HHS)
NCSES- Nat. Center for Science and Engineering Sat. (NSF)
ORES- Off. of Research, Evaluation, and Statistcs (SSA)

Image from AmStat (permission pending)

SOI- Statistics of Income (IRS)

Future of the Bureau of Labor Statistics
Protected
Principal Federal Economic
Indicators (PFEI) and programs
written into or referenced by law
for allocation or other purpose.
85% of budget

In danger: Nat. Longitudinal Sur.,
JOLTS, Am. Time Use Sur.,
Employee Benefits Sur.,
Cen. of Fatal Occupational Injuries,
Evaluation $27M>$2M

Will it move to Commerce?
Whitehouse Plan
Center for Data Innovation

Major Sources of Social Science Data in the US
Government
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Census
Labor
Economic
Federal Budget Projections
Taxes
Spending
Social Security

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Justice
Banking
Trade
Transportation
Telecommunications
Education
Libraries and Museums
Economic Analysis

Major Sources of Natural Science Data from the US
Government
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agriculture
Health
Energy
Environment
Land Management
Science & Engineering
Weather
Defense

https://www.flickr.com/photos/notbrucelee/6897137283/in/photostream

Problems that come with government data
• Beggars can’t be choosers
–
–
–
–

Too old
Not to the geographic level needed
Not too detailed
May have to file a FOIA or OPRA request

• Compatibility
– Standardization
– Combining two datasets even from same source might not be possible
– Combining two different sources must look at methodology

Open Data in New Jersey
•
•
•
•

NJ Transparency Center – NJ Government Revenues and Expenses
S. 727
New Jersey Open Government Initiative, 2017
NJ Office of Information Technology: data.nj.gov

Where to start
• New Jersey https://data.nj.gov
• United States https://www.data.gov

• International http://data.un.org
• Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research
repository https://www.icpsr.umich.edu/icpsrweb/ICPSR/

Let’s discuss
boettcher@georgetown.edu

202 687-7495
Twitter: @jenny.wombat
These slides are licensed under
a Creative Commons AttributionNonCommercial 4.0 International
License.
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F.A.I.R data
• Findable: The first step in (re)using data is to find them. Metadata and data
should be easy to find for both humans and computers.

• Accessible: Once the user finds the required data, she/he needs to know how
can they be accessed, possibly including authentication and authorisation.

• Interoperable:
• Reusable:

The data usually need to be integrated with other data.

The ultimate goal of FAIR is to optimise the reuse of data.

Mainly for scientific literature and in Europe
GoFAIR

Vocabulary: Tools, Process, and Products
Datasets or compilation: Raw or statistical numbers, can be flat file such as Comma Separated Variable (CSV) or
proprietary like Excel
Metadata: Includes field descriptions for the dataset, found in codebooks
Schema: How data is organized or structured using standards, like classification
Application Program Interface (API): Read-only machine to machine querying, generally from JSON or XML files
Big data: Raw, unstructured data; normally transactional (example: each check out)
Natural Language Processing (NLP): Use for text analysis, not numeric data
Artificial Intelligence (AI): Includes predictive analytics and machine learning
Reports: Usually aggregated statistics based on big data (example: how many checkouts)
Data Visualization: Using software to visually communicate relationships and context of data
Open Data: Freely accessible data, created for a specific purpose; by-product of decision making or research

One Statistical Office in US: Why Not?
1. Privacy: The Privacy Act of 1974, Confidential Information Protection and Statistical
Efficiency Act of 2002 (CIPSEA), and Statistical Policy Directive No. 1 (2014) require
agencies to ensure that the collection and maintenance of citizens' data is accurate,
confidential, and within legal restrictions. With different offices having access to those
records, there would be less possibility of everything being leaked.
2. Security: Along the lines of fewer offices having access to data records. The more servers
that hold the data, the safer it is. The times when an exchange of information is necessary
laws and regulations among departments allow to protect access to data.
3. Integrity: The income you report to IRS might be different from what you report to the
Census Bureau.
4. Methodology: Sometimes data must have a higher number of people questioned so the
accuracy will be better; different methods of collection or sampling may be required.
5. Popularity: Anything being done by the government has a political dimension, especially
funding for employees and for modernizing and updating technology, attractiveness of the
research, and repetition of statistical programs by agencies.

Works produced for the U.S. Government:
Lifecycle of Data
Policy Makers who ask the questions about what has to be found or measured
Researchers who design methods or experiments to collect the data and where the data and codebooks
are created.
Statisticians who manipulate datasets using models and algorithms to see trends in longitudinal data
and to interpret data at a moment of time in cross-sectional studies.
Analysts who see patterns using predictive analytics, seek the emerging relationships between the
numbers, transforming data into information by giving it context.
Other Data Scientists will link graphics, statistical downloads, and application programming interfaces
(APIs) to the researcher's raw data.
Writers and Data Visualization Designers, who uses their imagination to apply their knowledge to make
data understandable in reports, press releases, and other resources.
The federal agency will act as Publishers, putting the synthesized resources on its website for allprimarily for decision makers but also for citizens-to read.

P.E.S.T. Analysis for Industry
• Economic

• Political

oSector Inflation

oLegislative
 Congress.gov

 BLS’s Producers Price Index

oMicroeconomic trends

oExecutive
 Regulations.com

oJudicial
o United States Courts

• Socio-cultural
oNorms & Ratios
 IRS’s Statistics of Income

oPeers and partners
 Economic Census
 Annual Surveys from Census

 FRB’s FRED
 Census BEA’s Interactive Tables

• Technology
oPatents
 Citation Analysis

oTech Transfer
 Government funded research to
license

Open Government
US Federal
• DATA.GOV
• Performance.gov
• Center for Effective Government (formerly
OMB Watch)

• Government Accountability Project
• Open Government Foundation

International
•
•
•
•
•

Center for Data Innovation
Data Transparency Coalition
Open Government Partnership
Open Knowledge
Sunlight Labs

States and Cities
• Public Domain in California and New York City
• https://www.google.com/search?source=hp&q=site%3A.gov+"
open+data"+[YOUR STATE HERE]
• Remember to search using site:.gov
• There are a lot of consultants making money on cool
visualizations.

https://data.sonomacounty.ca.gov/dataset/SoCo-Data-PNG/3m9t-bc35

Major International Data Sources
By topic
http://data.un.org
Social & Economic- World Bank
Financial & Economic- International
Monetary Fund
Human body- World Health Org

By Country
National Statistical Offices
More data available in national language
Some charge for access
Citizens of that country might have free
access

Labor- International Labour Org

Telecommunications- International
Telecommunications Union
Governance- Transparency International
Developed Countries- Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD)

National Repositories/Archives
Historical
Datasets

Associations: Blogs and Conferences
For Librarians
• ALA ‘s Government Documents
Round Table (GODORT)
• International Association for Social
Science Information Services and
Technology (IASSIST)
• ACRL/DSS Numeric and Geospatial
Data Services Discussion Group
• Scholarly Publishing and Academic
Resources Coalition

For Federal data Policy
• Association of Public Data Users
(APDU)
• Council of Professional
Associations on Federal Statistics
(COPAFS)
• American Statistical Association
• Project Open Data

Learning more
Government Sources
FDLP Academy
Accidental Government Librarian
DigitalGov from Digital Government
Division of GSA
Standards for Born Digital images

Numerical Data
• Inter-university Consortium for
Political and Social Research
(ICPSR) repository
• API University from OMB
• DataRefuge

Public Knowledge: Access and Benefits (Information Today, 2016)
Innovation in Federal Statistics (National Academics, 2017)

Legal issues
Data and IP
• https://www.lib.umn.edu/data
management/copyright

Licensing Data
• http://opendefinition.org/guide/
data

• https://data.research.cornell.e
du/content/intellectualproperty

• http://library.duke.edu/data/guid
es/data-management/copyrightlicensing

• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Copyright_status_of_work_by_
U.S._subnational_governments

